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Steel is widely used as reinforcement for brittle structural materials such as

concrete structure and unreinforced masonry structure (URM). However, the

job wasted in steel reinforcement installation and the following corrosion

hinder the development of construction industry. The emergence of strain-

hardening cement composites (SHCC) provides an opportunity for steel-free

construction. This paper provides a comprehensive review of the properties of

SHCC and the corresponding practical exploration without reinforcement. The

authors herein begin with a discussion on the superior properties of SHCC and

its structural applications on the RC structure. Following this, the application of

SHCC to retrofit URM is reviewed. Finally, we presents the advances of SHCC

used in 3D concrete printing (3DCP) technology, and discuss the feasibility of

SHCC structures without reinforcements in the future. When these explorations

are coupled with appropriate theoretical models, true values for auto-

construction without steel reinforcement will emerge.
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Introduction

Mechanical behavior of structures depends on the mechanical properties of structural

materials. In the past, unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings were widely used around

the world, while it processed poor strength and low ductility. With the emergency of steel

and concrete, reinforced concrete (RC) structures became the most popular forms for civil

engineering constructions. Meantime, steel reinforcements were also used in retrofitting

URM. However, due to some inherent defects of concrete, such as brittleness, concrete is

prone to cracking under tensile and bending loads, which may lead to serious steel

corrosion in service life. Various damages in infrastructures, i.e., roads, bridges and water

conservancy, are closely related to the brittleness of concrete and steel corrosion

(Herrmann, 2013). Moreover, insufficient ductility of concrete is also one of the

major causes to the structural damages under natural disasters. Take earthquake for
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example, the previous earthquake disaster statistics indicated that

RC structures widely suffered concrete crushing and steel bar

buckling under major earthquakes.

More importantly, due to population aging nowadays, labor

shortage hinders the development of construction construction

industry. The main challenges of civil engineering are the high

demand for labor, the high cost of form-work, and the poor

environmental sustainability. In recent years, 3D concrete

printing (3DCP) technology was widely studied. However, the

requirement for steel reinforcement, whose location is

incompatible with the 3DCP process, is a significant obstacle

to 3DCP.

A lot of work has gone into enhancing the characteristics of

concrete in order to address the aforementioned issues.

Numerous studies on fiber reinforced concrete (FRC) have

shown that the mechanical properties of concrete are

significantly enhanced by discontinuous short fibers used in

cementitious matrix. In particular, strain-hardening cement

composites (SHCC) process excellent tensile properties (Jun

and Mechtcherine, 2010). In accordance with the principle of

micro-mechanics in design, SHCC has a tensile capacity of more

than 3% while maintaining a fiber volume fraction of no more

than 2%. About two orders of magnitude more ductility (tensile

strain capacity) exists in SHCC than in conventional cement.

Multiple cracking with the widths smaller than 100 μm provide

SHCC remarkably resistant to a variety of environmental

exposure conditions (Li, 2012).

Considering the special features and excellent properties, it is

not surprising that SHCC is gaining interest as a material for

existing building retrofitting and innovative concrete

manufacturing methods. This paper provides a comprehensive

review of the structural application of SHCC without

reinforcement, as shown in Figure 1. The authors herein

begin with a discussion on the superior properties of SHCC

and its structural applications on the RC structure. Particularly, a

type of SHCC reinforced by polyethylene (PE) fibers is

introduced, which processes similar deformability level

with steel used in engineering. Following this, the

application of SHCC to retrofit URM is reviewed. Finally,

we presents the advances in 3DCP SHCC, and discuss the

feasibility of SHCC structures without reinforcements in the

future. Based on these discussions, more explorations in the

SHCC materials and 3DCP technology would be identified in

the future.

Development of SHCC

Design theory

SHCC is developed using fracture mechanics and micro-

mechanics principles. The fiber, matrix and the interface between

them might be tailored to gain the desired tensile strain-

hardening properties, as shown in Figure 2A. First, particular

types of fiber and the matrix’s compressive strength should be

optimized. Following this, fiber-pullout test is designed to

measure the fiber bridging strength (σ0) and the crack

opening (δ), as illustrated in Figure 2B. The maximum

complementary energy of fiber bridging (Jb’) could also be

determined. Strength and energy criteria should be met

simultaneously to achieve excellent tensile properties (Li VC

and Leung, 1992). The tensile stress at first crack (σss) must be

less than σ0, according to the strength criterion (Eq. 1). This

could guarantee the steady state of cracking. Additionally, the

crack tip toughness (Jtip) should be less than Jb’. It is the

critical condition for multi-cracking feature of SHCC. Both of

the aforementioned criteria must be met by adjusting the

characteristics of the fiber, cementitious matrix, and their

interface.

σss < σ0 (1)
Jtip < J′b (2)

FIGURE 1
Structural application of SHCC without reinforcements.
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Mechanical property

Due to the high modulus and ease of diffusion, PVA fiber

has been the most often utilized material in the production of

conventional SHCC. The chemical link between the fiber and

the cementitious matrix is very powerful as a result of the

hydrophilic quality of PVA fiber, which is not desirable and

causes premature fiber rupture (Figure 3) before maximizing

the fiber reinforcement capability (Yu et al., 2018b). And thus

lowers the possibility for pseudo-strain-hardening behavior.

As a result, various common treatments have been applied

to weaken the strength of fiber/matrix interface and raise

the tensile strain capacity of PVA-SHCC, including oil

coating for PVA fiber and the supplement of an air-

entraining agent. However, the normal-strength matrix can

handle the PVA fiber’s comparatively modest tensile strength

(i.e., 1,600 MPa). As a result, the compressive strength of

PVA-SHCC is typically lower than 60 MPa. Additionally, the

lower elastic modulus of PVA-SHCC is lower elastic modulus

compared to regular concrete would result in greater

deformation, particularly under compression stresses (Ding

et al., 2020a).

Additionally, PE fibers with a higher molecular weight are

employed to create SHCC. Due to its hydrophobic nature, PE

fiber has lower chemical bonding strength but better tensile

strength and elastic modulus as compared to the PVA fiber.

PE fibers typically pull out rather than burst during the onset and

spread of cracks (Figure 4) (Wang et al., 2020a). Based on these

features of PE fiber, ultra-high ductile cementitious composites

(UHDCC) was developed, which showed mean tensile strains of

over 8%, with certain mixtures even exceeding 12% (Yu et al.,

2017). It is demonstrated that the ultra-high fracture bridging

capability is the reason for high ductility of PE-SHCC (Zhang

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2021). As a result, PE-SHCC could

exhibit excellent tensile behavior with the high fracture

toughness matrix (Yu et al., 2018c). Other mechanical

properties of PE-SHCC were also investigated, ranging from

normal strength to high strength (Ding et al., 2018a; Wang et al.,

2019).

In order to increase the practical application of SHCC, a

comprehensive examination of the tensile qualities of all-

grade strength SHCC was carried out (Yu et al., 2021a).

Through experimental research, the size effect (Yu et al.,

2020a) and the rate-dependent tensile properties (Yu et al.,

FIGURE 2
(A) Excellent tensile features of SHCC designed by micro-mechanics (Yu et al., 2018a). (B) Fiber bridging stress (σ) and the crack opening (δ)
curve obtained from fiber-pullout test (Ding et al., 2022).

FIGURE 3
Pullout lengths of PVA fibers (A,B) and typical shape of fibre fracture (C) (Mechtcherine et al., 2011).
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2018d) of SHCC were explored. Furthermore, a performance-

based design concept for SHCC was given out based on the

necessary mechanical and crack pattern qualities (Li et al.,

2019).

Structural application on RC structures

Due to the exceptional mechanical properties of SHCC, it has

already been applied into major places, including beam-column

FIGURE 4
PE fiber pulled out from high strength matrix in (A) quasi-static and (B) dynamic regimes (Curosu et al., 2016).

FIGURE 5
(A) Crushing of concrete in RC specimen (B) Crack patterns in SHCC enhanced specimen.

FIGURE 6
Muti-scale tests on the feasibility of PE-SHCC for construction without steel reinforcement.
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connection (Figure 5) and infill masonry in RC structures

(Qudah and Maalej, 2014; Liao et al., 2022a). Test results have

proven that SHCC can reduce the use of reinforcement and even

eliminate it under certain conditions (Liao et al., 2022b). As a

result, fewer steel reinforcements are needed for reinforced

SHCC beams, which provides practical value in civil

engineering (Ding et al., 2018b).

As illustrated in Figure 6, the mechanical properties of PE-

SHCC were experimentally investigated at the various levels to

confirm the viability of PE-SHCC structures without steel

reinforcement (Yu et al., 2018e). The plain PE-SHCC beams

exhibited mechanical properties that are comparable to those of

RC beams with a steel reinforcement ratio of 0.5%–1.5%. The

loading capacity of the plain PE-SHCC column was comparable

to that of an RC column with a 0.8% steel ratio. Comparison

between RC frame and PE-SHCC frame was conducted through

shaking table tests (Yu et al., 2019). Under seismic action, PE-

SHCC frame exhibited remarkable cracking control and

complied with several seismic codes.

Application of SHCC to retrofit URM

Failure modes of URM buildings under
seismic action

URM structures have limited shear strength and ductility

resulting in sudden calamitous failures in the process of

earthquake. The failure modes of masonry wall mainly include

two categories: in-plane cracking failure of walls and out-of-plane

collapse of walls and roofing Figure 7. Depicts typical failure

modes of URM structures.

Above all, the out-of-plane collapse of walls caused by

junction failure is the prime way of failure as shown in

Figure 8 (Papanicolaou et al., 2007). Well constructed

connection between walls can effectively avoid this type of

failure. However, the falling of floor slab caused by collapse of

walls is a severe failure mechanism resulting in a high mount of

the fatalities. It is therefore vitally important to improve

connection between walls and floor slab. This can save

hundreds of thousands of buildings and lives.

Only when the walls and floor slab are well connected, the

shear capacity of the walls can be mobilized through the

development of shear cracks. Figure 9 shows four typical in-

plane failure modes of masonry walls in plane, mainly including

shear failure, sliding failure, overturning failure and corner

crushing (Macabuag et al., 2012). The shear-compression ratio

and the connection between mortar and bricks are the vital

factors to determine the in-plane failure mode of masonry walls.

Therefore, high shear strength and better interconnects between

masonry walls are remarkably significant for masonry buildings

to resist seismic load and other serious secondary disasters.

Conventional strengthening and SHCC
strengthening

Engineers keep learning a lesson from the tragic disasters

happened on URM buildings. After the Tangshan earthquake

happened in 1976, a great mount of researches were carried out

on retrofitting URM with reinforced mortar layer. Through a

great quantity experimental study, the anti-seismic

reinforcement of masonry with reinforced mortar layer has

been adopted in JGJ 116-98, which is the industry standard

technical code for seismic reinforcement of buildings in China.

Figure 10 shows the practice of strengthening brick wall with

double-sided steel reinforced mortar layer in practice.

However, this traditional strengthening method has many

shortcomings. For example, the reinforced layer is made of steel

FIGURE 7
Common failure modes of URM structures, extracted from
CENAPRED.

FIGURE 8
Out-of-plane collapse of walls caused by junction failure.
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reinforcement andmortar, which is much stiffer than the original

masonry wall. Under extremely seismic impact, the composites

system is incompatibility with the masonry substrate, and the

material utilization rate of reinforcement is low. The reinforced

mortar layer is generally in the range of 30–50 mm, too thick

as used for indoor strengthening. Therefore, an increasing

number of explorations were conducted on how to apply

high-performance material to strengthening URM structures

with higher efficiency, lower cost and better seismic

enhancement.

As early as 1994, Victor Li found that the shear performance

of SHCC is better than that of traditional concrete. Moreover,

after the shear cracking, the stress of traditional concrete decrease

sharply with the strain, while SHCC shows the unique

characteristics of strain-hardening. It is considered that SHCC

can be used in structures requiring both strength and ductility

(Li, 2012). In recent years, the seismic performance of masonry

structures strengthened with SHCC has been systematically

studied, mainly including in-plane shear capacity, out-of-plane

bending capacity, energy dissipation capacity, and structural

integrity (Maalej et al., 2010; Mosallam and Banerjee, 2011).

Most studies on the in-plane shear capacity of masonry walls

were carried out through diagonal compression tests (Brignola

et al., 2008). It is found that the shear strength of masonry

structure strengthened by SHCC was increased by 1.8–5.7 times,

and its energy dissipation capacity was increased by at least

35 times (Dong et al., 2022a). The brittle failure of masonry

structure can be significantly improved by multiple cracks in

SHCC surface layer, as shown in Figure 11 (Dehghani et al.,

2013). The strength and ductility of masonry walls were

improved more significantly by double-sided strengthening

than that single-sided strengthened. In addition, the masonry

structure without any interface treatment does not suffer from

interface stripping failure prior to structural failure. This

demonstrated that SHCC and masonry can work well

together, which is the key to making full use of SHCC

materials. It is due to the comparatively low elastic

modulus and thickness (20–30 mm) of the SHCC used in

strengthening.

It is found that SHCC can greatly improve the out-of-plane

strength and ductility of masonry structure through bending test,

local-loading test, uniform-loading test and low-speed impact

FIGURE 9
The various in-plane failure modes of masonry walls: (A) shear failure (B) sliding failure (C) overturning failure (D) corner crushing.

FIGURE 10
Strengthening brick wall with double-sided reinforced mortar layer: (A) installing steel mesh and (B) mortar spraying.
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test (Singh and Munjal, 2020). This can effectively prevent

masonry structure from collapse and destruction in

earthquake and other sudden disasters. Moreover, parameter

analysis was carried out in combination with ABAQUS

simulation. Some better reinforcement details such as width to

thickness ratio of SHCC surface layer is proposed.

Compared with the diagonal compression test, the stress

state of the quasi-static test is closer to the engineering. The

test results show that the strength, stiffness, ductility and

energy dissipation capacity of masonry structure

reinforced by SHCC can be improved by 56%–111% (Deng

et al., 2020). In addition, SHCC can effectively restrain the

FIGURE 11
Widening of surface cracks in the SHCC layer for specimen.

FIGURE 12
Shaking table test of SHCC strengthened masonry building (A–C).
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cracking of masonry and improve its brittle failure (Lin et al.,

2014; Choi et al., 2016). The in-plane shear strength of the reinforced

masonry structure has been improved, while the bottom of the wall

has become a relatively weak part. Therefore, the structure is prone

to slip failure when the height to width ratio is small. If the

connection between the wall and the beam or the floor is

specially strengthened, the properties of the SHCC surface layer

will be more fully utilized, thus further improving the seismic

performance of the overall masonry structure (Esmaeeli et al.,

2013; Dehghani et al., 2015). In addition, many scholars tried to

spray SHCC surface layer for masonry strengthening, which further

simplified the construction process without reducing the

reinforcement quality (Kyriakides and Billington, 2014; Li et al.,

2018).

Experimental studies were conducted on whole masonry

buildings strengthened with SHCC material. As illustrated in

Figure 12, the seismic performance of the masonry building

before and after retrofitting were comparably observed by

shaking table test. It is found that SHCC layer can

significantly improves damage pattern, deformability and

overall stiffness of structure, delays the degradation of

structure stiffness. Meanwhile, the masonry building

strengthened by SHCC outperformed the similar one

strengthened with steel-grid-reinforced mortar layer

(Deng et al., 2019).

As plotted in Figure 13, an earthquake damaged Chuan-dou

timber-framed masonry building was retrofitted by using UHDC

(Dong et al., 2022b). Shaking table tests were carried out on the

original and the retrofitted masonry building. Experimental

results demonstrated that the seismic behavior and ductility of

Chuan-dou timber-framed masonry building were improved

obviously. The structural integrity of the strengthened

building for earthquake resistance was also much better

than that of the unreinforced building. The features of

SHCC, such as high ductility, high toughness and ease of

constructions, promote wide use in structural retrofitting

(Zhu et al., 2021).

FIGURE 13
Chuan-dou timber-framed masonry building: (A) Earthquake damaged building, (B) Process of spraying UHDC layer and (C) Shaking table test
of the strengthened masonry building.

TABLE 1 Comparison of different reinforcement materials.

Materials HPFL SHCC

Weight of reinforcement layer High Moderate

Stiffness of reinforcement layer High Moderate

Thickness of reinforcement layer 30–40 mm 10–20 mm

Utilization rate of materials Low Max

Cooperative ability with masonry Low Max

Construction process Complex Simple

Durability Good Good

Single-side reinforcement No Yes

Material cost Low High
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Comparison between SHCC and
reinforced mortar

Compared with the reinforced mortar, SHCC with the

characteristics of multi-cracking and strain-hardening has its

special advantage in strengthening masonry building.

Meanwhile, the proper stiffness and good bond with the

block make it work well with the original structure.

Moreover, the SHCC material is easy to construction by

either spraying or artificial plastering. Furthermore, by

increasing the connection between walls and floors/roofing,

SHCC layer can improve the integrity of masonry buildings

and consequently avoid collapse of buildings under

earthquake action. In addition, the original architectural

features of ancient buildings can be preserved by single-

sided strengthening. Table 1 compares the characteristics of

several different reinforcement materials.

3D concrete print of SHCC

Extrusion-based 3DCP

Powder-based 3D printing technique (Yu et al., 2020b) and

extrusion-based nozzle-printing technique (Buswell et al., 2018)

are the two primary varieties of 3DCP. Extrusion-based

concrete printing is currently the most widely utilized

technique owing to its simplicity of use, speed of

construction, and suitability with the creation of light

weight structures (Wang et al., 2020b). As shown in

Figure 14, the extrusion-based 3DCP process is popular

and has a multi—stage process (Yu et al., 2021b). This

method doesn’t need a framework or particles and might

be utilized for printing with the proper cementitious

material. For continuous construction, the fresh

combinations must first be easily pumped from the mixer

to the printing nozzle, i.e., pumpability. After that, the

mixtures must have the ability to be continually extruded

through the printing nozzle, i.e., extrudability. The extruded

filaments must also be able to support the weight of

upper layers, maintain their original shape without

deforming, and firmly stack up layer after layer without

showing any visible distortion, i.e., buildability (Ma et al.,

2018; Panda et al., 2018).

Fresh property of SHCC

Specific qualities of concrete materials, both in fresh and

hardened state, are needed by 3DCP (Ma et al., 2018; Lu

et al., 2019). Fresh property, such as pumpability,

extrudability, and buildability, becomes more important

(Wangler et al., 2019). Sometimes these properties are

conflicting in nature, and achieving their coordination is

an important challenge.

The mechanical behavior of 3DCP-SHCC as well as the

fresh behavior were widely analyzed. The ideal open time

range for continuous printing was established by various

flowability studies, as depicted in Figure 15. Pumpability

and buildability were tested using a 1.5 m high 3DP-SHCC

twisted column with 150 printed layers that were each 10 mm

thick (Li et al., 2020). It was discovered that fibers and

nanoparticles will improve the rheological characteristics

for form retention (Chu et al., 2021). The results

demonstrate that SHCC exhibit respectable work-ability in

3D printing (Ye et al., 2021a).

Mechanical property of printed SHCC

The mechanical behavior of 3DCP-FRC with

various types of fibers, including basalt, steel, and

polypropylene, have all been studied on various scales.

No strain hardening tendency has been observed, with

the exception of mortars explicitly created as SHCC (Chu

et al., 2021).

The in-plane properties of extruded SHCC tend to be better

that of the cast SHCC, as seen in Figure 16 (Soltan and Li, 2018).

FIGURE 14
Printing equipment (A) and process (B).
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The robotically printed specimens showed the typical numerous

micro-cracking and strain-hardening characteristic (Ogura et al.,

2018). The fiber alignment parallel to the printing direction

was greatly improved by the reduced nozzle size and larger

fiber volume percentage. As a result, the printed specimens

surpassed the mold-cast specimens mechanically

(Arunothayan et al., 2021). Due to the strong compressive

and flexural strengths and deflection-hardening behavior of

SHCC, it is possible to make thinner 3D-printed structures

with a significant reduction in or elimination of conventional

steel bars (Arunothayan et al., 2020). Additionally, the printed

PE-SHCC has superior deformability and energy dissipation

than mold-cast specimens in some loading directions (Ye

et al., 2021b).

Special mechanical properties in printed
SHCC

Model cast concrete is regarded as isotropic. However, the

multi-layer structure might introduce anisotropy in terms of

durability and strength. The issue is more complicated for

SHCC. The fiber orientation in the manufactured filament

itself is not random. As a result, it is reasonable to anticipate

that ductility and strength will vary in different directions.

Some primary explorations on 3D-SHCC anisotropy have

been carried out. Differences in the mechanical properties

of interlayer separation and compression have been identified

(Ding et al., 2020b).

Moreover, some advantages were also found in this

hierarchical structures (Ye et al., 2021c). Inspired by

natural nacre, a type of novel 3DCP-PE-SHCC member

was developed. It exhibited better mechanical behavior than

model cast members, especially in ductility and toughness as

shown in Figure 17. It was demonstrated that the interface

between layers could release the stress concentration and

induce the crack-deflection, which is similar to nacre

toughing motifs. The results further verified the significant

potential of the 3DCP-SHCC structures without

reinforcements.

Summary and outlook

This review paper discusses the superior properties of the

SHCC and its applications in a variety of types of structures. The

high ductility and toughness of SHCC make it possible to release

the concrete from the steel reinforcements. As a result, a serious

FIGURE 15
Rheological properties of fresh SHCC: (A) printing process and (B, C) printed specimens.

FIGURE 16
Tensile properties in the print direction are enhanced by 3DP
process.
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of structural applications of SHCC have been developed, as

shown in Figure 18.

For the URM structures, brittleness and poor shear

performance should be reinforced to meet current structural

requirements. Compared with steel reinforced method, SHCC

layer has been proved to be a better method. For the concrete

structures, the feasibility of using SHCC without steel

reinforcement has been verified at material, structural member

and structure levels.

In the future, 3DCP would become a reasonable technology

to solve the labor shortage problem of construction industry. In

this context, 3DCP-SHCC structures have been widely

investigated. The printed SHCC exhibits a serious of features,

such as high ductility, high toughness, and anisotropic properties.

Additionally, a nacre-inspired 3DCP-SHCC with enhanced

mechanical properties is developed. This is further

demonstrating the potential of the 3DCP-SHCC structures

without reinforcements.

FIGURE 17
Mechanical behavior of nacre-inspired 3DCP-SHCC beams: (A–F) normal design beams and (G) nacre-inspired beam.

FIGURE 18
Structural applications of SHCC in different types of structures.
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There remain a number of areas of needed research in 3DCP-

SHCC structures without reinforcement. These include for example

the interface between layers, the full-scale structural behaviors, and

response to seismic action. Moreover, the workability and shrinkage

of 3DCP-SHCC should be noticed in the future, which provide

necessary conditions for engineering applications. When these

explorations are coupled with theoretical models, true values for

3DCP-SHCC without reinforcement will emerge.
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